International &
import-export training

International and
export training

Get ready for Brexit
International trade is the
backbone of modern commerce,
helping companies increase
sales and profits, enhance
domestic competitiveness,
reduce dependence on existing
markets, stabilize seasonal market
fluctuations and enhance the
potential for expansion of
your business.
Harnessing this wealth of
opportunity and finding success
in overseas markets starts
with creating a highly
skilled workforce.
We offer a diverse programme of
export training recognised by the
British Chambers of Commerce
(BCC) National Accredited Trade
Training™ curriculum.
With a suite of courses covering
the practical areas of international
trade your business needs to take
on international markets, we can
help you unlock the world.

The programme includes 10
centrally accredited modules,
mapped to Level 2 NVQ
terminology, which provide
invaluable basic skills for small
and large companies alike. The
courses have been designed to
be suitable for both experienced
and novice international traders:

Letters of Credit and Methods of
Payment - 1 day

Customs Procedures and
Documentation – 1 day

Preference Rules of Origin – half
day

This course looks at the different
methods of payment used in
international trade, while helping
learners identify and understand
the necessary documentation and
requirements of each.

Learners will hear about the
difference between Preference
and Non-Preference Origin;
understand the rules determining
this and how to apply the
percentage rule.

Introduction to Exporting – 1 day

This module covers identifying
the Letter of Credit procedure.
Delegates will learn the different
methods of payment and letter
types; and understand what is
required to comply with
the requirements.

Delegates will explore the role of
HMRC, rules of origin and Intra
EC trade; as well as customs
procedures and the UK trade
tariff. This course also looks at the
different duties payable and how
to calculate them.

Learn how to prepare an
export quotation, understand
INCOterms, packing, marking and
labelling; as well as organising
the export office and required
processes. Understand export
order processing and how to
give an overview of export
documentation and terms
of shipment.
1 exam
£295 member
£440 non-member
Export Documentation – 1 day
Delegates will look at
understanding which documents
are necessary for an international
shipment, identify where to
go for sources of international
information and assistance; and
identify modes of transport, their
advantages and disadvantages.
1 exam
£295 member
£440 non-member

2 exams
£295 member
£440 non-member
Import Procedures – 1 day
The learner will be able to
demonstrate an understanding
of import documentation and
procedures, identify customs
regimes and import controls;
plus where to go for sources of
international information
and assistance.
1 exam
£295 member
£440 non-member

1 exam
£295 member
£440 non-member
INCOterms® 2010 – half day
Learn the purpose and benefits of
Incoterms, the definitions of the
Incoterms 2010 rules and identify
the roles and responsibilities of
the parties involved in deciding
which INCOTERM is acceptable.
1 exam
£245 member
£370 non-member
Inward and Outward Processing
HMRC – half day
Delegates will learn the
advantages of claiming IPR or
OPR, understand the custom
regimes and the ‘tariff’; as well as
the documentation required
to claim.
1 exam
£245 member
£370 non-member

1 exam
£245 member
£370 non-member
Agents and Distributors – 1 day
Covering the difference between
the two and their roles; it also
looks at what to consider when
appointing an agent or distributor
and the legal implications of
doing so.
1 exam
£245 member
£370 non-member
On successful completion of a
module, candidates receive a BCC
accredited certificate. Completing
six of the 10 modules merits a
Foundation Award in
International Trade.
Supplementary in-depth courses
(no exam)
• Authorised Economic Operator
• Commodity Codes
• HM Revenue and Customs END
Use Awareness

Maximum benefit
To deliver maximum
returns on your
investment, we are offering
a package of courses
delivered at a discounted
rate. The programme can
be tailored to best suit the
needs of your business
by selecting a mix of the
courses detailed overleaf.
Programme of courses
inclusive of 6 exams
£1,650

Contact our training team
to find out more
T 01224 343917
E training@agcc.co.uk

The Hub
Exploration Drive
Aberdeen Energy Park
Bridge of Don
Aberdeen
AB23 8GX

